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Mission Statement 

At Shoreditch Park Primary, we provide an inclusive curriculum that 
supports and challenges every child whatever their starting point in 
science. Our approach enables children to become more independent and 
autonomous, systematic, precise and evaluative, and to increasingly use 
their scientific knowledge in their explanations.  
 
We offer a thorough coverage of every program of work within the 
National Curriculum, at both key stage 1 and 2, with a focus on enquiry, 
varied investigation, questioning and subsequent explanation of scientific 
phenomena through rational discussion. The Science lesson structure has 
carefully been crafted to ensure that all children make outstanding 
progress through rigorous, inspirational teaching and learning.  
 
Science lessons begin with an explore activity which enables teachers to:  
 
A) Conduct formative assessment: teachers and children can quickly 
assess retention and prior knowledge.  
 
B) Promote rapid progression within lessons: it serves as guidance as to 
which differentiated task the children should attempt- meaningful 
teaching + learning. 
 
British values and SMSC are promoted through raising awareness of 
British Scientist such as: Charles Darwin, Rosalind Franklin and Margaret 
Ebunoluwa "Maggie" Aderin-Pocock. Additionally, British Values are 
present throughout our Science curriculum and are developed in 
numerous ways, such as:  
 

 Developing pupils’ self-knowledge through variation, genetics and 
inheritance;  

 Encouraging children to accept responsibility for their own behaviour 
through human impact on the environment, particularly global 
warming; 
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 Evaluating the importance of recycling and the use of alternative 
fuels; and 

 Debating the use of science in the legal system (animal testing). 
 
All of which is reinforced and consolidated with our ASPIRE curriculum  
 

Collins Snap Science 

 

          Our chief tools for planning, tracking and assessing in every key 

stage is Collins Snap Science and Target Tracker. 
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Curriculum Map 
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Assessment Map 

Science Assessment Map 2019-2020 
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Children’s Work 

Children’s work is recorded in the following ways: 

 

 Year one compiles a class scrap book.  

 Year two, three, four, five and six compile group books.  

 The groups are of mixed ability. 

 The following criteria apply to both group and class books. 

Every child’s work must be present at some point in a group or year book  

• Teachers’ red pen comments should also be evident after each lesson and 

children respond with a green pen. 

• Every image (picture, diagram or photograph) should have a caption. 
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Future amendments for this academic year: 

 

• A glossary (written by teacher using the key vocabulary listed in the unit 

summary sheet from Snap Science) should be included at the start of each unit. 

 

Self-Assessment 

Every scrapbook should have a target tick box for self – assessment on the first 

page.  

 

 

 

This is created by adapting the curriculum statements from Collins Snap Science 

lesson plans. Each target should be rewritten in an “I can …” format in table form 

with room for a pupil’s and teacher’s comment (M, PM or .) The children will refer 

back to this at the end of each lesson in order to self-assess.  
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Starting New Units 

There should be a 10 – 15 minute class discussion, before commencing each unit, in 

which children independently record  

1. What they think they already know about a subject  

2. What questions they want to investigate.  

Children can discuss this in groups or as a whole class but it is important that a 

record is kept (children’s writing if possible) of both. This can be recorded in books 

and as part of the science display. It should be referred back to at the end of the 

unit. 
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Marking in Books 

Teachers are expected to mark using Bloom’s Taxonomy high-level questioning. 

Children using scientific vocabulary to respond to the GPQ. 

In class or group books, the teacher can ask the red pen question at the start of the 

next lesson to stimulate debate. Subsequently, children can respond to the GPQ as 

a group or individually- writing green pen response comments on Post-It Notes 

which can be stuck into books. Alternatively, if teachers prefer, they can get 

children to write responses on large pieces of sugar paper in marker pens and 

photograph these to insert in books. 
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ALL children’s work should be responded 

to with questions. These questions should 

be discussed at the start of the next lesson 

and children should be given the chance to 

write responses, which can be added to 

the books later.  
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Holistic Assessment 

The expectation is that all children will be assessed after each Snap Science unit in 

line with the Science Curriculum/ Assessment Map. 

This year, Rising Star Science assessments were introduced to document individual 
progress. 
 
Science CPD and learning walk feedback sessions have been utilised to cultivate a 
system that enables teachers to be confident about documenting and analysing 
individual progress and attainment. 
 
At SPPS, we are in agreement that such high stake assessment needs to be robust 
and transparent for all stakeholders. Our approach this year has been driven by the 
need to cultivate and exercise 2 types of independence: 
 
1. (Collective) Independence 
 
2. Independence 
 
In summary, the Progression Test results, teacher and pupil assessment are used to 
update Target Tracker which allows teachers to predict, monitor and analyse 
progress and attainment using both a qualitative and quantitative approach. We 
validate data via triangulation and teachers feel confident about using gap analysis 
to raise standards. 
 
Year 5 spring 1- Target Tracker Data: 
 

 

 
The Age Related Expectation Summary Report indicates that overall successes are 

that 21.6 % of Year 5 pupils are working above age expectation, 60.8% of all pupils 

are working at age expected and 9.8% of pupils are on track. In total, 80 % of the 

year 5 cohort is working at age expected. 
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The 4 children working below age expected all have additional learning needs. With 
the exception of 1 child who is educated in the ARP, 2/4 have made 2 steps 
progress and ¼ has made 1 step progress. 
 

Periodically, the science lead will hold pupil conferences, to determine how robust 

pupil data is. In Spring 2, the Science CPD session focus is planning and assessment 

moderation. 

                        

Extended Writing 

The expectation is that all children will complete extended writing pieces stimulated 

by science: 

 Children in Year 1 will complete a Science long write in the Summer 1 and 

Summer 2 term. 

 Children in Year 2 will complete a Science long write at the end of each term. 

 Children in Years 3-6 will complete one science long write after each half 

term/unit. 

The writing genre chosen should be determined by the teachers following 

consultation with the Science Lead. Extended writing in science should aim to cover 

genres that have not been covered in enough depth in literacy. Scientific literature 

should be glued into the relevant group or the class science book. 

Final drafts of extended writing will be celebrated on the school website and 

presented to parents. 

Animals in class 

If any animals are kept in class, two children (this could be rotated) should be 

appointed as carers. This year, all classes were given a Giant African Land Snail to 

care for.                                             
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Display 

 
Each class should have one board designated to science. This should include the 

following: 

 
1. Title of the Snap Science unit- current curriculum focus displayed - visible and in line 

with planning overviews. 

2. Vocabulary linking to current learning e.g. key terms and definitions. 

3. Records from the discussion at the start of the unit stating what the children already 

know and questions they want to find out- Explore Activity. 

4. Children’s work including pupil and teacher feedback 

5. Photos from at least one investigation. 

6. Key findings (preferably children’s writing) or facts elated to the topic. 
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Science Enrichment 

 

 Classes have visited the Science Museum. 

 The Science Museum have visited us and provided a Forces Workshop for the 

whole school. 

 Classes have utilised the school grounds and local area. 

 Year 6 children will be attending this Year’s IWD STEM Day 

 

Photo evidence of science enrichments opportunities this academic year. 

 

Zephaniah class learning about blood. They learnt about the importance of the 

different parts of blood and the jobs they do in the body. To finish the lesson they 

made 'Blood Soup' calculating the amount of our blood parts they would need to 

represent: 55% Plasma and Platelets, 44% red blood cells and 1% white blood 

cells. 
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Year 6 trip to the Science Museum: Wonderlab. They took part in an amazing Fire 

and explosion show! 

 

 

 

 

Year 2 learning about babies as part of the Growing Up science topic. This was a 

meaningful experience because parents and careers were invited into class to 

support. 
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Year 1 learning about different materials. 

 

 

 

 

As indicated by the photo evidence, Shoreditch Park Primary link Science teaching to 

the real world and our children enjoy being scientists. 


